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About This Game

The Vietnam War, one of the most explosive and violent wars of all time. You are Joe Thompson, an intrepid and patriotic pilot
fighting to uphold the values of his country. This war will be the ultimate test for Joe and will irrevocably change his

relationship with his family.

Take a seat in the cockpit of fighter planes and helicopters and plunge right into daredevil aerial battles above the jungles of
Vietnam!

Prepare for a mind-blowing flight simulation with exotic landscapes, detailed airplane models and challenging missions that will
put your piloting skills to the ultimate test.

KEY FEATURES

Experience fast-paced and explosive aerial combat above exotic jungle landscapes!

Go on high-speed chases through the skies and complete special helicopter missions that will require you to use of every
last piece of equipment you have aboard the chopper!

Let yourself be swept along by a captivating and emotional story and live through both heroic moments and the ugly side
of war!
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Individually customize your airplanes and helicopters and equip them with realistic weapons!

Accomplish the extra-long campaign on your own or prove your worth as a pilot in a variety of multiplayer modes!
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Title: Air Conflicts: Vietnam
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Games Farm
Publisher:
Games Farm
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/Vista

Processor: Intel Duo 2.0GHz or compatible

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible graphics card (Nvidia GeForce 8800GTX+ or compatible with Shader Model 3.0)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Pretty poor game. The game is OK, but there's this one mission to where you fail it automatically. though. Tried redoing the
mission multiple times, but still cannot get past it, it's a glitch that killed this game for me.. Just horrible - I cannot get past the
Create a Pilot screen since it will not accept keystrokes when it asks for the pilot's name. Using a gamepad seems like it would
work, but selecting mouse in the configuration is pointless since you cannot really click on anything in the game and expect it to
work.. Worse game imaginable! Please I mean please do not buy this.Even Hawx seems to be better then this game, it has
nothing going for it other then maybe some good visuals here and there, sound is horrible, Soundtrack is the WORSE ive heard
in any game ive played! .....At least super mario bros had a catchy theme you can whistle in your head while playing,with this
game you just wish you were deaf instead!......Controls,what can I say if planes used xbox 360 controllers iam pretty sure they
would have more then up and down! Everything about this game is just pure bad iam sorry to say.Nz. Game crashes everytime I
try to run it . Not worth the money!. air conflicts vietnam will not play and it;s a steam game it starts and then stops there is
money in cold blood how do I tell steam god knows. I like this game.Good music 8/10
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Can't even get past the first level because of a joystick bug which pushed the plane into the ground. I wouldn't recommend this
to anyone unless they are not going to remember their ordeal.. I would like to recommend this game. It does have potential for
the casual combat flight game. It is NOT a sim by any definition I would use. However it can be fun. That being said, I have
found that many people are in the same situation that I find myself. Operation Gamewarden is a two part mission. The first part
you are flying a F-4 Phantom. Not bad. The second part you are flying a Chinook low to drop seals and must remain undetected.
The helicopter controls are a bit clunky but with some work you can get the hang of them. After spending more time than I care
to admit trying to complete this mission, I have given up. It seems rediculous that this game is ruined by one impossible mission.
One mission that you can't just skip. I really would have liked to seen what else this game held, but I think the "Cong" made this
game so only they can win.. HORRIBLE GAME !!!!! DO NOT waste your money on this, the game play is on no way similar to
a flight sim, the controls are uneditable and the game play is really bad as are the crumby graphics.
BIG BIG WASTE of $30.00. i spend only 9,9euros (from shop) for this♥♥♥♥♥♥!. game does not start. what do I do?
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